
Guide to DMoose Ultimate Fitness Mask X

Thank you for purchasing the DMoose Ultimate Fitness Mask X (hereinafter as Ultimate X), 
which is a hybrid activity mask to feature both filtration and resistance training for your
breathing. We hope you will enjoy it.

The main function of Ultimate X is designed to be used to improve cardiovascular fitness
levels. At the front of the mask, there are two levers to adjust between four levels of air
resistance. The levers allow for easy adjustment during training without the need to remove
the mask. Level one is the lowest level of resistance, rising to level four which is the highest.

Please see diagram below

To wear the mask, place the mask around the ears and secure at the back of the head
using the velcro strap, and adjust to fit.

It’s time to get out of your “Comfort Zone”. LET’S GO, TRAIN LIKE A PRO!

Disclaimer
This disclaimer releases Ultimate X from all liability relating to injuries that may occur during
use. You agree to hold Ultimate X entirely free from any liability, including financial
responsibility for injuries incurred, regardless of whether injuries are caused by negligence.
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You also acknowledge the risks involved in resistance training. You certify that you are
participating voluntarily, and that all risks have been made clear to you. Additionally, you do
not have any conditions that will increase your likelihood of experiencing injuries while
engaging in this activity.

You agree to forfeit all rights to bring a lawsuit against Ultimate X for any reason. You will
also make every effort to obey sensible safety precautions.

You acknowledge that programs along with activities and events with Ultimate X may
involve testing person's physical limits, which in turn carries the potential risk of death or
serious injury. The risks may be limited to, conditions beyond Ultimate X control such as
temperature, equipment, facilities, coaches, lack of hydration etc.

QUICK GUIDE
1. EXPLOSIVE VIEW

No. Description No. Description

1 Tube cover 7 Air inlet & outlet
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2 Filter 8 Hook

3 Filter holder 9 Sleeve

4 Flux valve 10 Resistance levers

5 Base with post 11 Front cover

6 Mask body

AIRFLOW / FLUX VALVE SYSTEM
Ultimate X is a patented 3-in1 mask to feature both filtration and resistance training for
your breathing. Ultimate X has three modes based on your goals and the nature of your
training/activities. Filtration only for those only interested in preserving and protecting
their lungs and cardiovascular system while working out, resistance training only for the
days you want to push your fitness harder and the air quality is safe, and lastly
performance filtration mode in which you can combine the benefits of filtration and
respiratory conditioning.

Inside the mask two Flux Valve Systems can facilitate or restrict breathing in and out.
One valve should be already installed. Two more extra valves and some filters are
included.

a. Resistance training:

To restrict breathing in: Place the silicon valve flat side up into the Flux Valve system

To restrict breathing out: Place the silicon valve flat side down into the Flux Valve
System

To make breathing easier: remove any silicon valves from both Flux Valve Systems

>> BEGINNER = Remove all silicon valves and filters from the Flux Valve System

>> INTERMEDIATE = Remove all filters. Only one valve flat side up in the Flux Valve
System

>> ADVANCED = Remove all filters, just install two valves. One valve flat side down and
the other flat side up

>> EXPERT = Two valves + two filters. One valve flat side down and the other flat side
up, meanwhile install one filter on the top of each tube.
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b. Filtration training

Removal all valves, just keep filters , it is a pure carbon activated filtration mask if you
don’t want resistance.

c. Performance filtration training

Use both the valves and filters, it is a performance filtration breathing trainer. With
filters installed, then just choose one or two valves for different resistance training as
well as with filtration breathing function.

2. TAKE COVER OFF
To remove the front cover from the mask,
you just need to pull up the cover from bottom,
to release the lock and take the cover off.
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3. DETACH SLEEVE

Detach the sleeve from the mask for cleaning and washing.

(Hand wash in cold soap water)

4. ATTACH SLEEVE

To attach the sleeve to the mask, firstly hook the sleeve into the mask’s hook, then
sure to place the sleeve below these two locks and below these two levers.
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5. ATTACH COVER

To attach the cover, stretch out the sleeve over the mask. Place thecover’s inner loop
over the mask’s hook and slide the cover down tosecurethehook,and press the cover
down.

6. PUT ON THE MASK

Put the mask on your face, pull the top strap over your head, close the velcro closure
and slide the top strap up to a comfortable position.The best way towear it is illustrated
in the image below. Make sure that your ears are perfectly and comfortably in the sleeve
earhole design.

Remarks:

You are now ready to train like a pro. Simply adjust the level of resistance you want. We
recommend to warm up at Level 1 (beginners), then you can work your way up to more
challenging settings (intermediate, advanced, expert). Let’s go!
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